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Neighbourhood Planning for Audlem   
Anonymous Feedback from Residents – Aug to October 2014 
 
 
Suggestions re suitable areas for development and size of development  
 
 
1 If Gladman do win their appeal - then they should asked to liaise with Wulvern as a prospective 

builder of the affordable housing element of the site. Some apartments are shared ownership and 
some rented. 
 
Any other site which is identified in the village, Wulvern would be interested in. The Thornton House 
site was too small - only big enough for 10 bungalows. 

 
2 My guess is that 120 family homes might be the right level of expansion to achieve a more balanced 

demographic by introducing a new generation of young families. I think this growth should be 
spread between between sites adjacent to existing areas of housing rather than being in a large 
block on the outskirts of the village as envisaged by Gladman.  

 
I would be looking for sites to support 20/30 houses each.  The Gladman site and (with a max 20 
units) the Heathfield road site might be suitable. Other possibilities might be: From Tollgate to 
Moorsfield linking those areas  South of Existing Copthorne housing;  South of Daisybank Crescent 
- creating a second crescent. 

 
3 Land off Monks Lane, behind Heathfield Road, creating new access to Hockenhull developments.  

A new village playing field at Little Heath and a small housing deveopment. 
 
 
4 In line with the arguments put forward in both the Gladman & Hockenhall applications, priority 

should be given to land within the settlement boundary, that does not destroy visual amenity, has 
easy /safe access etc etc. For example:  
1) Re-development of old houses with large gardens as they become available - ascertain likely 
volume over the planning period from historical data & a survey / questionnaire 
 
2) The land on the corner of Green Lane 
 
3) The land on Cheshire Street opposite the junction into Broadways 

 
5 Any roads already having houses along.  Just take a narrow strip off fields. Brownfield sites if there 

are any. 
 
6 The following areas have access of main roads, have relatively low visibility in relation to the village 

and are large enough to provide sufficient housing:  

1. Fields west of Green Lane / south of Whichurch Rd   

2. Field east of Moss Hall Lane / south of Diasy Bank Crescent - access of A529.   

3.  The 'Gladman Fields' but development to a much more sensible scale - although building here 
would significantly change the northern entrance to the village. 
 
Thinking outside the box - Audlem St James is a fantastic school, however the building and access 
to the school is arguably not fit for purpose of modern schooling.  Sell it and its plot to a developer.  
Build residentially here with access from A529 and Emberton Place and get the developer to build a 
nice new school with good access in one of the previously mentioned areas. 
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Areas to be protected:  

1. The Audlem & Salford conservation areas, 

  2. Fields east of Green Lane and west of the Canal,  

3. The fields south of Mill Lane and east of the Salford adjoining the Salford and Audlem 
conservations areas - these provide the open space between Audlem and the Salford defining these 
areas. 

7 Land at end of Tollgate Drive and Moorsfield Ave 
 
8 Seeing there are usually  a number of larger houses usually on sale in Audlem, it would seem that 

affordable/shared ownership / rentable properties are what we really need in the village, if we are to 
keep the younger generation here. I believe a Norfolk group have managed to build a number of 
houses for a mixture of ages and needs on a self-build basis. - this may not be the site, but see 
www.selfbuildnorfolk.co.uk/. This might help some people in the village offer  land and others accept 
some building more easily and provide community benefits as well.  
The following site is a government inspired one and may be of interest. 
www.selfbuildportal.org.uk/supported-community-self-build-group and this article gives more ideas 
www.theguardian.com uro; Culture uro; Art and design uro;Architecture If we embraced this way 
forward, we would have more control of what houses were built and where, rather than continually 
fighting off unsuitable planning applications from money-grabbing 'big boys'. 

 
9 Whilst, as you know, the Parish Council would be responsible for preparing a full Neighbourhood 

Plan, the more immediate issue of site allocations for housing will be determined by Cheshire East 
in their Site Allocation and Development Policies Document (Site Allocation DPD).  Cheshire East 
have told us that the “Residents First Neighbourhood Plan” is the name they are giving to the Site 
Allocation DPD.     Cheshire East have told us that they have not yet commenced the external work 
for the Site Allocation DPD but once they do and invite representations from residents and other 
bodies including the Parish Council we will respond to them.  Nevertheless, the following are our 
current thoughts on where, if necessary, housing should be sited in the village.  We have copied this 
to Cheshire East Council. 

 
The village is expected by Cheshire East to target 80 to 100 homes as their contribution to the Local 
Plan Strategy.  Like you, we also understand that if the Gladman and Mill Lane developments are 
approved on appeal then this will meet the target.  Therefore, if these developments are approved 
we propose that the existing settlement boundaries from the former Crewe and Nantwich local plan 
be otherwise retained for the village. 

 
There is capacity in the village for infill within the existing settlement boundary.  2 recent examples 
are ref 14/0293D (10 Whitchurch Road) and 13/0242N (25 Stafford Street).  Many properties in the 
village have large gardens with capacity for development very similar to 25 Stafford Street which 
does not adversely affect the setting, scale or character of the immediate locality (subject to the 
normal considerations such as access).  It would be worth doing a full audit of this capacity but we'd 
estimate at least 25 dwelling are possible from in-fill.  

 
Therefore, if the Gladman and Mill Lane developments are refused and 25 houses can be found 
from infill then the plan would have to identify sites for a further 55 - 75 houses.  To meet this some 
degree of development on fields at the boundary of the village seems inevitable.  Indeed the local 
plan strategy accepts some small scale alteration to the green belt may be required (at 8.30). 

 
We assume Cheshire East's criteria for selecting sites in the Site Allocation DPD will include typical 
criteria such as having safe and suitable access, local facilities and services and having regard to 
environmental considerations such as flooding and contaminated land.  We have also assumed that 
the current protection for Salford and the Vale is retained.   

 
Additionally, we can expect Cheshire East to apply further criteria to have regard to the effect on the 
character and appearance of the area.  Hopefully these will include the following:   
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scale.  To retain the character of the village each site should be small.  The largest site identified 
below is 27 houses (C&D combined); 

 
prominence.  Ideally sites should not have a material impact on the view of the village as it is 
approached from the major roads or do not change the appearance of the central village area; 

 
aspect in the context of the existing settlement boundary.    Sites should not obviously increase the 
envelope of the village.  In other words the emphasis should be towards sites which tend more 
towards filling apparent gaps in the former settlement boundary rather than obviously extending the 
settlement.  This ensures we can retain the current general scale of the village (whilst also meeting 
the target). 

 
It is worth noting that taken together these criteria, whilst reasonable, would rule out large parts of 
the village from development including:  

 
the fields either side of the road at Little Heath which are too prominent and an obvious extension of 
the village, 
 
Salford and the Vale which are protected,  
 
the field between the canal and Green Lane which is too prominent.   
 
the field between Heywoods Ridge and Copthorne which is too prominent when viewed from the 
Whitchurch direction and only accessed via a steep single track lane off Heywoods Ridge (the other 
too access points off Copthorne Drive and Green Lane are private single track lanes in separate 
ownership to the land with limited rights of access so could not be used to unlock the land).  We 
understand planning has previously been refused on grounds of access, 
 
the fields between the Weaver and the west side of the village which suffer from flooding and are an 
obvious extension of the village, and 
 
the field between Moss Hall and the Shroppie Fly (again too prominent from the canal and also 
presumably a flood risk),  
 
So the scope for meeting the target in Audlem within these criteria is challenging.  Having regard to 
these criteria we have identified the following sites (see attached maps).  To help meet the target 
with minimum impact and to allow for affordable housing we have assumed 30 per hectare 
(10,000m2) or 3 houses per 1,000m2.  Some of the owners of these sites may have no plans to 
develop but part of the principle behind the Site Allocation DPD is that it encourages owners to 
develop and realise the value/utility of the land. 

 
Area A, 3.200m2, 10 houses. 
This would fill the gap between Tollgate Drive (providing access) and Moorsfield Avenue.  It is only 
publicly visible from the canal but by limiting the site to the far corner the impact would be minimal. 
 
Area B, 6,000 m2, 18 houses. 
This site has the advantage of almost no public visibility and fills an obvious gap in the existing 
settlement.  However, access is via a short but single track off Whitchurch Road – to fully unlock the 
site the owner may need to negotiate improved access at that point or elsewhere on Whitchurch 
Road or Moorsfield Avenue. 
 
Area C, 6,000 m2, 18 houses. 
Area D, 3.200 m2, 9 houses. 
This site again fills an apparent gap in the settlement between the existing properties on Green 
Lane and Whitchurch Road.  It is only obviously visible from the public highway towards the top of 
Green Lane.  Area C would have to be accessed through Area D.  Access is good onto Green Lane. 
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Area E, 3,000 m2, 9 houses. 
Area F, 4,700 m2, 14 houses. 
Again this site has limited public visibility (there is a rise in the field which largely shields it from view 
from the canal).  We understand site F is in the same ownership to the adjoining lane providing 
access to both sites. 
 
Area G, 2,000 m2, 6 houses 
Again little or  no public visibility for this site.  There is short single track access via Heathfield Road 
which may need improvement.   
 
Area H, 3,500 m2, 10 houses 
This is the Mill Lane site but with development on a smaller scale reducing the traffic and visual 
impacts. 

 
Total: 94 houses so this allows for some choice within the sites. 

 
10 Base assumptions: 

• Cheshire East plan requires that Audlem plans for 80 -100 houses over 20 years 
• A majority of Audlem residents will wish that a significant proportion of the homes are ‘affordable’ 

 
Handling the house number requirement 

• Using historical (& maybe survey) data, estimate the number of houses likely to be provided from 
within the current settlement boundary, from gardens, demolition & re-development and currently 
undeveloped land. 

• Shortfall will need to be met by approving land outside the settlement boundary for development 
• Divide the 20 year requirement into manageable sub-blocks 

Example: 
Initial assumption 100 houses required, of which 40 will be provided by infill and 60 on development sites 
Divide development requirement into 4 blocks of 5 years, implying planning approval of 15 houses each 5 
years 
To the extent the infill housing does not match estimates, the development land targets can change every 5 
years 
 
Addressing ‘affordable’ homes 

• It seems that the key issue to affordability is the underlying land price. If so, it is crucial that 
landowners are forced to ‘compete’ (see section on planning criteria) to win a planning endorsement 
under the terms of the Neighbourhood Plan. This implies preferred sites should not be selected in 
advance as the ‘winner’ will hold the cards when negotiating planning details. This approach has the 
added advantage of minimising the initial work required to prepare the Neighbourhood Plan and 
subsequently placing the onus on the would-be developers.  

• Affordability must surely mean giving a succession of purchasers a leg up on to the open market, as 
opposed to giving a small number of lucky individuals either a lifetime of below market price housing 
or a windfall profit on sale. A possible solution might be a requirement for any purchaser to sell the 
house on within say 10 years at a price no higher than the increase in housing price index over the 
period in question, with the subsequent purchaser being on the Parish Council’s affordable homes 
register.  

 
Planning criteria 
The neighbourhood plan should set out a list of criteria, which would-be developers would need to take into 
account when making applications. For example: 

• Development size 
• Development density 
• Mix of housing 
• Proportion of affordable houses 
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• Adjacency to the current settlement boundary 
• Quality & safety of site access 
• Compatibility with neighbouring properties 
• Compatibility with surrounding environment 
• Contribution to parish projects 
• Compensation to neighbouring residents – my experience is that neighbours objections can often 

disappear if they feel they are being fairly treated, as opposed to seeing the developer gain a 
windfall and they suffer a reduction in the value of their property 

 
 
To assist would-be applicants, an optimum state would need to be set out for each criterion (for example, at 
least 35% affordable homes etc) either as part of the initial plan, or prior to each invitation for planning 
applications. This would serve as guidance to potential applicants. Weightings would also need to be given 
to each criterion, to assist objectivity in the selection process. 
 
How might this all work? 

• Either as part of the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan or immediately afterwards, the estimate 
of infill housing needs to be made, allowing calculation of the number of houses required in the first 
(5 year block) of development land housing. 

• Landowners/developers would then be invited to submit outline proposals, taking account of the 
above selection criteria 

• The Parish Council would then evaluate the proposals, draw up a shortlist and invite those 
shortlisted to draw up more detailed proposals 

• The Parish Council would then select its preferred applicant(s) which presumably means supporting 
the subsequent planning application made to Cheshire East 
 

Conclusion 
A weakness of most current planning applications is the ‘winner takes all’ outcome.  Each application is 
submitted individually, with the drive of each applicant being to maximum revenue/profit. Most fail and get 
nothing, whilst the winner gets agricultural land price turned into development land price overnight. Under 
the proposed approach, the would-be developer knows a defined number of houses will be given approval, 
but does not know whether his/her land will be selected. He/she therefore needs to offer an attractive 
proposal to the village community to secure the village’s endorsement under the terms of the 
Neighbourhood Plan. 
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